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We consider composition operators T induced on functional Hubert spaces 
H = L,(S, Z, p) by Tf( ) = f(h( )) where h: S -+ S is a nonsingular transformation. 
For these mappings T: H + H we give conditions under which they accept invariant 
Bore1 probability measures, and we relate the two structures of T, i.e., that of a 
bounded linear operator to that of a measure preserving transformation. I(*’ 1987 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H denote a complex separable Hilbert space and T: H + H a boun- 
ded linear operator. A probability measure m defined on the Bore1 
a-algebra &9 of H is said to be invariant under T if mT-’ = m, in which 
case we say that T defines a linear measure preserving transformation 
(m.p.t.) with respect to m. We are interested in investigating conditions 
under which operators T accept such invariant m and also in relating the 
two structures of T, i.e., that of an operator on H to that of a m.p.t. with 
respect to m. In [4] this problem was considered for the class of operators 
T for which 
(*) the adjoint T* has a dense set of bounded orbits, and it was 
shown that in this case we have the following: 
(1) T: H -+ H accepts an invariant m of square integrable norm 
(j /I (I 2 dm( . ) -C co) whose support spans H iff H is spanned by the eigen- 
vectors of T having unimodular (norm 1) eigenvalues. 
(2) The m.p.t.s. defined by such T have complete point spectrum, 
which means that only the simplest type of m.p.t.s. given essentially by 
rotations on a torus of countable dimmension with respect to Haar 
measure [7, P. 461, can be realized by operators T having property (*). 
In the present work we extend this investigation to the class of com- 
position operators T. In Section 2 we introduce these operators and we 
show that as opposed to property (*), many of them have the property 
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(**) the adjoint T* has all the orbits unbounded. 
In Setion 3 we extend statement 1. above to these operators, while in Sec- 
tion 4 we show that the class of m.p.t.s. defined by them is larger then in 
(2), coinciding essentially with the very interesting class of m.p.t.s. 
generated by rigid functions. 
Finally we remark that dynamical systems defined as above by con- 
tinuous linear operators in functional spaces, occur quite naturally in many 
problems of probabilistic of physical interest, e.g., in the context of the 
notion of the infinite dimmensional rotation group, as presented in 
[9, Chap. 5-73. In fact it seems that composition and weighted com- 
position operators present special interest in this context [9, p. 1951. 
2. COMPOSITION OPERATORS 
Let (S, C, p) denote a probability space and h: S -+ S a measurable non- 
singular transformation in the sense that p(A ) = 0 implies ,&r ~~ ‘(A) = 0. The 
functional operator T defined by Tf( . ) =f(h( . )) is a bounded linear 
operator in the Hilbert space H = L,(S, C, p) provided the R-N derivative 
dph - ‘/dp is ess. bounded. In fact we have 
llWlz=j If(h(.)) I’d(9=j If(.) 12W1(d=j lflz+S 
and 11 TI12 = ess. sup. (dph ~ ‘/dp). Operators of this type are called com- 
position operators [lo]. The first thing we establish is that many non- 
trivial composition operators have property ( * *). 
LEMMA 1. Let h be an invertible nonsingular transformation on the 
probability space (S,Z, p), inducing the composition operator T. If there does 
not exist a finite measure absolutely continuous with respect to p and 
invariant under h, then the adjoint operator T* has all the orbits unbounded. 
Proof: It is shown in [2] that under the conditions stated in the 
proposition there exist sets E with lim inf ph”(E) = 0 and lim sup ,ah”(E) = 1 
as n + +co. It follows that there exist sets E of p-measure arbitrarily close 
to 1 for which lim inf ph”(E) = 0 as n -+ +co. Let now E be such a set and 
n(i) a sequence of positive integers with lim ph”“)(E) = 0. On E the R-N 
derivatives dphnCi)/dp converge in L,-norm to the zero function because 
they are positive and they satisfy 
s &h”(i) E 7 dp = j” dph”“’ = ph”“‘(E) --) 0, E 
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We conclude that some subsequence dphnU’/dp converges to the zero 
function p-a.e. on E. 
We consider now the composition operator T induced by h. The adjoint 
is given by T*f( . ) =f(h-‘( . )) dub-‘/du, and for the orbit off under T* 
we find 
= I If( . )I 2 --& 4. n 
To show that the sequence T*“f is unbounded we take first a set A of 
positive measure on which if( . )I z a for some a > 0. Then we choose E as 
above large enough so that we have ,u(A n E) > 0, and we get the sequence 
with dph”(“/dp + 0 p-a.e. on E and hence on A n E. By Egoroffs theorem 
this sequence converges to zero uniformly on some set Bc A n E of 
positive measure. Thus on the set B we have f( . ) 2 a >O .and 
dp/dphnCi’ + +oo uniformly. It follows from the expression above that 
I/T*““)fl12 -+ +CO as n(i) + +co. Q.E.D. 
The next thing we establish is that for composition operators it is not 
necessary to impose integrability conditions on the invariant probability 
measure. We say that a Bore1 probability measure m on a separable Hilbert 
space is p-integrable (0 <p < co), if the norm function is p-integrable 
(1 II . lip dm( ) < cc) and that is bounded if the norm function is ess. boun- 
ded or equivalently if the support of the measure is bounded. 
LEMMA 2. If T is a composition operator on a separable Hilbert space, 
then: 
(i) Any m.p.t. defined by T is isomorphic to one with respect to a 
bounded measure. 
(ii) The subspace spanned by the supports of invariant measures is also 
spanned by the supports of those that are in addition bounded. 
Proof: On the complex plane we define a sequence of mappings K, with 
the property that lim K,,c = c for every complex c, where each K,, is an 
injective contraction with bounded range, leaving the zero point fixed. 
Acting by K, on the range of the functions, we obtain corresponding map- 
pings K, on the Hilbert space H = L2(S, C, p) with the following proper- 
ties: a) they are contractions on H and hence continuous, b) they are injec- 
tive, c) they have bounded range, d) they commute with the composition 
operators on H, and e) lim K,f= f for each f in H. Let now m be an 
invariant Bore1 probability measure for T: H + H. Then 
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(i) For each K, the mapping K, is continuous injective and hence a 
Bore1 isomorphism by Kuratowski theorem [ 11, p. 151. The induced 
measure m, = mK;’ has all the required properties. 
(ii) Fore each fin the support of m the image K,j’is in the support of 
m,, because of the continuity of K,. The desired conclusion follows now 
from property e). Q.E.D. 
Remark. For later use we note that the supports of these bounded 
measures considered in the lemma consist of functions that are p-ess. boun- 
ded. 
3. SPECTRUM OF THE OPERATOR 
In this section we identify the subspace considered in the previous 
lemma, as that spanned by the eigenvectors of T having eigenvalues of 
norm 1. First, we collect some useful1 results. The next lemma is a con- 
sequence of [3, p. 19681. 
LEMMA 3. If (S, , C, , u,) and (S,, C,, u2) are two probability spaces, 
then: 
(i) There is a l-1 correspondence between square-integrable functions: 
F: S, --) L2(S2), G: S2 + L,(S,), andf: S, x S2 -+ K= {complex field}, where 
F( . ) = f( ., s2) p,-a.e., and G( . ) =f(s,;) pu,-a.e. 
(ii) If Fo G under the above correspondence, then the sub-o-algebra 
C,(F) CC, generated by F coincides with the sub-a-algebra C,(G)cC, 
generated by the functions in the ess. range of G. Correspondingly we have 
coincidence of the sub-a-algebras C,(F), C,(G) c C2. 
LEMMA 4. Let T be a composite operator on L,(S, C, u). If C, c .Z is the 
sub-o-algebra generated by the eigenfiinctions of T having eigenvalues qf 
norm 1, then the Hilbert subspace L,(S, C,, u) is also spanned by these 
eigenfunctions. 
Proof Clearly L’, is also generated by the bounded eigenfunctions only. 
However for composition operators the product and the complex con- 
jugation of bounded eigenfunctions produces again eigenfunctions, and the 
result follows from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. 
THEOREM 1. If T is a composition operator on a separable Hilbert space, 
then the subspace spanned by the supports of the invariant Bore1 probability 
measures for T coincides with the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors of T 
having eigenvalues of norm 1. 
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Proof: The theorem is trivial in one direction because on each one-dim- 
mensional (complex) eigenspace as in the theorem, T is a rotation and 
accepts the obvious invariant probability measure. For the other direction 
we consider an invariant Bore1 probability measure m for T, which by 
Lemma 2 (ii) we can assume to be bounded and in particular square 
integrable. The identity function on H = L,(S, C, ,u) defines a square 
integrable function F: (H, /I, m) --+ L2(S, C, cl) whose ess. range equals the 
support of m, and satisfies trivially the equation F( T( . )) = TF( . ). By 
Lemma 4 it suffices to show that L(F) cCe, where Z(F) is the sub-a- 
algebra generated by the functions in the ess. range of F. 
Now using Lemma 3 (i) we correspond to F: a scalar-valued function f 
on (H, 99, m) x (S,C,p) for which f( TX, S) =f(x, h(s)) mxp-a.e., and then a 
square-integrable vector-valued function G: (S, 2,~) -+ Z = L,(H, 98, m) 
satisfying the equation G(h( . )) = VG( . ) p-a.e. where V is the isometry 
induced as a composition operator on Z = L,(H,B,m) by the m.p.t. T. 
By Lemma 3 (ii) is sulices to show that E(G) c C,, where C(G) is the 
sub-o-algebra generated by G. 
We take first the usual decomposition of the isometry V into a countable 
direct sum of simple isometries Vi where each Vi has a cyclic vector and is 
either an isometry or a unilateral shift [8]. We have also the corresponding 
decomposition of the function G into a direct sum of functions Gi, where 
each Gi satisfies the equation Gi(h( . )) = ViGi(. ) p-a.e.. It suffices to show 
that ,Y(Gi) c C, for each Gi. 
Dropping the subscripts for convenience, we proceed as in [l] for a 
corresponding result. We consider the usual representation for each such V 
as multiplication operator by the identity function ~(1) = 1 on a subspace 
of functions Z’ c &(A, c), where A = {A} is the complex unit circle and (T 
is a Bore1 probability measure on A. In particular if I/ is unitary then cr is a 
spectral measure of V and Z’ is the whole space ,?,(A, a), while if V is a 
unilateral shift then (T is the Lebesque measure and Z’ is the subspace span- 
ned by the positive powers 1, A, A*,..., [8]. In any case for each G we have a 
corresponding representation G’: S -+ L,(A, a) satisfying G’(h( . )) = cpG’( . ) 
p-a.e.. G’ is obtained from G by an isometric isomorphism of the range 
space and hence they both generate the same sub-a-algebra of C. We 
conclude that it suffices to prove C(G’) c C,. 
Reversing now the procedure we obtain first a scalar-valued f’ on 
(A, 0) x (S, C, p) for which we havef’(A, h(s)) = Af’(A, a) oxp-a.e. and then 
a vector-valued function F: A -+ L,(S, C, p) with TF’(A) = AF’(A) for o-a.e. 
A. We conclude that the essential range of F contains a dense set of eigen- 
functions of T having unimodular eigenvalues. It follows that C(F) c .JY, 
where C(F) is the sub-a-algebra generated by the functions in the ess. 
range of F, and we are finished because ,E(G’) coincides with ,5’(F) by 
Lemma 3 (ii). 
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4. SPECTRUM OF THE m.p.t. 
We examine now the second problem posed in the introduction, concer- 
ning the type of m.p.t. defined by composition operators. Using the 
notation in the proof of Theorem 1 we have a function G: (S, J5’, p) -+ 
2 = L,(H, .!& m) satisfying the equation G(h( . ) = VG( . ) ,u-a.e., where 
V: Z -+ Z is the isometry indiced by the m.p.t. T. We take also the usual 
decomposition into a direct sum I/= Vi @ V2 where I’, is a unilateral shift 
and V, is unitary. We have corresponding decompositions for the space 
Z= Z, @Z, and the function G = G, @G, with G,(h( ) = V, G,( . ) p-a.e. 
Also from the definition of G in terms of F in the proof of Theorem 1 and 
from Lemma 3 (ii) we have that the functions in the ess. range of G 
generate all of the o-algebra 9?. It follows that the m.p.t. defined by T is 
invertible (equivalently V is unitary) iff G, is trivial. 
First, we examine what happens if G, is not trivial. V,: Z, + Z, is a 
unilateral shift and the sets K, = Vi, (Z,) - v’+ ‘(Z,), i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., form a 
disjoint sequence of Bore1 sets with union Z, - {0}, satisfying 
V,’ (K)=K 1 and V-‘(K,)=@. Setting A,=G,’ (Ki) we obtain a 
corresponding sequence of measurable sets with hP1 (Ai) = AiP, and h i 
(A,) = Iz/ (modulo sets of measure zero). Since G, is not zero CL-a.e. one of 
these sets will have positive p-measure. It follows from the nonsingularity 
that there will be a first such set B,= A, and all those following it 
B;= Ak+i, i= 1, 2 ,... . We will say in this case that h has a one-sided wan- 
dering set B,. We have 
PROPOSITION 1. If T is a composition operator induced by a nonsingular 
transformation h, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) T can define a non-invertible m.p.t., 
(ii) h has a one-sided wandering set, 
(iii) T can define any m.p.t. 
ProofI (iii) +- (i) is clear and we have shown (i) * (ii). Assume now that 
h has a one-sided wandering set B,. If B, is the corresponding sequence of 
disjoint sets, we take the sequence of their characteristic functions 
ej = 0, 1, 2 ,... . Considered as elements in L2(S, C, 11) they are orthogonal 
with 
Te,=ei~. 1, Te, =0 and CiJei(12 =C,p(B,) < CO. 
Let now T’ be any m.p.t. on a probability space (H’, a’, m’) and f( . ) an 
ess. bounded scalar-valued function generating the o-algebra B’. By the 
properties above it follows that the function X( . ) = cJ(T’( . )) ei: 
H’ --f L,(S, C, p) is well defined and satisfies the equation X( T’( . )) = 
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TX( . ) m’-a.e. The induced measure m = m’X-’ has all the required 
properties. Q.E.D. 
For the rest we consider only invertible m.p.t. Using the notation above 
we say that an elementf( . ) in L,(H, 93, m) is rigid for the m.p.t. defined by 
T if we have v”if +ffor some increasing sequence ni. If the rigid functions 
generate all of the o-algebra B then we say that the m.p.t. defined by T is 
generated by rigid functions. This rather restricted class of m.p.t. includes 
and has many properties in common with the class of m.p.t. that are 
generated by eigenfunctions (i.e., those with complete point spectrum) and 
has been studied extensively, e.g. in [ 13, 6, 121. 
Assume now that the m.p.t. defined by T is not generated by rigid 
functions. Then some element z in the ess. range of G is not rigid. This 
implies that for some E > 0 the iterates under V of the e-ball K with center z 
will be disjoint, Ki = vi(K), i = 0, + 1, + 2 ,... . Setting Ai = G- ’ ( Ki) we 
have as before h-‘(A;)= Ai- ,, i=O, + l,..., with p(A,,) >O. The non- 
singularity of h implies that either all of sets Ai have positive measure or 
else all of them after a first one. In the second case we have the familiar 
one-sided wandering set, while in the first case we will say that h has a two- 
sided wandering set. We have 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf T is a composition operator induced by a nonsingular 
transformation h, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) T can define an invertible m.p.t. that is not generated by rigid 
functions. 
(ii) h has a two-sided wandering set. 
(iii) T can define any invertible m.p.t. 
Proof (iii) = (i) is clear. (i) =S (ii) has been shown above, (ii) + (iii) as 
in Proposition 1. Q.E.D. 
If h does not have a wandering set B,, then we say that it is conservative. 
Remark. The usual definition of wandering set (and correspondingly of 
conservative transformation) is a set B, of positive measure for which the 
requence h- ‘(B,), i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., is disjoint. We could say that the definitions 
given here are equivalent to the usual ones if applied to the restriction of h 
on the invatiant under h sub-a-algebra Z m = nF=, hh’(Z). In fact this is 
the only relevant part of 2 because it contains the a-algebra generated by 
the eigenfunctions. If h is inhective then the two notions coincide because 
C, coincides with .Z. 
THEOREM 2. The class of m.p.t. defined by the composition operators that 
are induced by conservative transformations, coincides with the class of m.p.t. 
that are generated by rigid functions. 
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Proof In one direction it is a consequence of the previous two 
propositions. For the other direction let T be an invertible m.p.t. in a 
probability space (H’, g’, m’) and assume that it is generated by rigid 
functions. We consider also the induced unitary operator I”: 
Z’ + Z’ = L,(H’, 97, m’). For the proof it suffices to find on Z’ a bounded 
Bore1 probability measure p’ with the following properties. It is square 
integrable, the functions in its support generate all of the a-algebra B’, and 
such that the transformation v’ is p’-nonsingular and it induces a bounded 
composition operator T on H = L*(Z’, ,Y, p’). If we have this p’, then the 
identity function on Z’ is a function G: (Z’, ,X”, p’) + Z’ = L,( H’, W, m’) 
which can be reversed by Lemma 3 giving F: (H’, W, m’) + H = 
L,(Z’, Y?‘, $) generating B and satisfying the equation F( T’( . )) = TF( . ), 
m’-a.e. Then the induced measure m = m’ Fp ’ has all the required proper- 
ties. Thus it remains to construct ,u’. 
For the construction of ,u’ we can use a corresponding result from [S]: 
“If V’ is a unitary operator in a Hilbert space Z’ and z’ is an element with 
v z’ ‘hz’ --) for some increasing sequence Al; then the map I”: Z’ + Z’ accepts 
a bounded Bore1 probability measure p’ with respect to which it is non- 
singular and whose support spans the same subspace as the orbit of 2”‘. 
Now if z: =f,( . ) is a sequence of rigid functions generating the a-algebra 
B’ we construct as above the measures p: which we can take to have 
uniformly bounded supports. The measure $ = C,pJ2’ has all the required 
properties except may be the last one. However it can be easily adjusted to 
an equivalent measure satisfying this property also. Q.E.D. 
GENERAL REMARKS 
In view of [4] and Theorem 1 in Section 3, we are left with the open 
problem of whether there exist bounded linear operators without 
unimodular eigenvalues accepting invariant probability measures. 
Theorem 1 is not very satisfactory in this respect, in that it does not con- 
sider the restriction of the composition operator to the subspace spanned 
by the support of each invariant measure separately. In this sense the 
question is open even for the composition operators. Concerning the 
second problem considered, i.e., the type of m.p.t. that can be defined by 
bounded linear operators, we note the large gap that exists between the 
case covered by Theorem 2 and the trivial case of Proposition 2. We could 
try to close this gap by considering a class of operators larger then the class 
of composition operators. 
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